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       Your Reliable Partner

    

      
    
      
        Feature

                    
                                                                              Flexibility and speed


                                                  Expertise in lubrication and industrial maintenance for more than 30 years


                                                  Specialist in biodegradable and food lubrication


                                                  Always looking for a quality product at an attractive price


                                                  The best brands at your disposal


                                                  Delivery all over the world


                                                  Already more than 500 industrial companies trust us


                                                  + 2000m² of storage
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      About

    

      
            The Company Lambert Products was founded in 1955 and started with the import of special chemical products from the USA for distribution on the European market.


The company, taken over in 2000 by Jean Collin and Ivan Rottiers following a management buy-out, has since undergone significant development. Thanks to their efforts, new suppliers and products were attracted, an international clientele was established, and storage capacity was substantially increased. Focusing on exceptional service and customer support became the core of our business philosophy.


In 2021, our company was acquired by the Vandecasteele family, owners of Ardeca NV, renowned for its eponymous brand. This acquisition brought additional expertise and know-how into our company, leading to a significant expansion of our product range. In August 2023, the company moved from Waremme to Vichte, where we significantly increased our storage capacity. Thanks to our proximity to Ardeca, a fruitful collaboration emerged. Ardeca's philosophy, with a strong emphasis on quality and service, aligns seamlessly with that of Lambert Products.


      
  


  
      Belgique - Belgium

    

      
  
    Adresse

              LAMBERT PRODUCTS NV - SA


Oudenaardestraat 86


BE-8570 Vichte


BTW:  BE0423.195.063



          


  
    Téléphone

              +32 (0) 19 33 97 97

          


  
    E-mail

              info@lambert-products.be
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